Radio communications aren’t a luxury – they’re often a necessity, usually in the most hazardous environments known to exist. If you deal with HIGH NOISE and/or wear a RESPIRATOR then you likely struggle with communications. CavCom’s Talk Through Your Ears® technology ingeniously combines hearing protection (up to NRR 32) with in-ear microphone and speakers for seamless voice communication, regardless of noise or PPE. Choose between custom fit or universal style earpieces to fit your specific needs – use your existing radio. ‘Talk Through Your Ears,’ not your NOISE!
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Contact CavCom today (866) 547-4988 to speak with one of our representatives, or visit our website at www.cavcominc.com
Choose your Fit

CavCom Talk Through Your Ears® earsets are available in three unique styles: Custom fit, Omni or Quad Universal – designed for maximum noise reduction (up to NRR 32), all day comfort and the toughest environments.

Versatility

- Multiple configurations for your environment
- Use with any type of respirator
- Works with any 2-way radio
- INTRINSICALLY SAFE available
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